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Title: Chico y Chica 

Artist: Juan Ripollés 
Year: 2009 

Location: Raadhuisplein, Ede 

Discover Chico y Chica 

When I first saw the colourful statue of the runner Chico, the giant steps Chico was making 

worried me. His enormous step lengths and bend knees may result in a chain of events 

with potentially excessive upper body rotation, muscle pain and injury risk as a result. Just 

in time, before I flood him with a surfeit of advice, I realise that I should consider his 

situation first. “Is he running fast”. “Are there physical limitations I need to consider?”. 

More importantly, he clearly tries to prevent severe collision with his girl and his bended 

knee could even be an efficient way to absorb the impacts.  

Then I looked at his face and arms. Chico betrays his expressions: he is elated, 

optimistic and probably in love. The heart, the bird and the colours strengthen these 

emotions. His Chica stands in front of him. He is quite likely not aware of his surroundings, 

let alone his running technique. It is clear that running is a complex interplay between 

actions, environment, physical limitations and mental state. Let us remember this in a 

data-driven world where we strive to optimize individual feedback.  

I decided to save my feedback on Chico’s running technique for another moment and 

to continue my own run. The dichotomous rhythm of my cadence gradually liberated my 

mind from the analytical challenges that struggled me.  


